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(a) Collection plane (Y) (b) Reconstructed 3D image (Y plane projection)

(c) Induction plane (U) (d) Reconstructed 3D image (U plane projection)

(e) Induction plane (V) (f) Reconstructed 3D image (V plane projection)

Figure 20: Event view for run 5177, event 729, selected by selection II. The plots on the left show the event view in
all three wire planes. A large gap of unresponsive wires is present in the U plane (see 20c). The plots on the right
show the three-dimensional reconstructed image projected onto each wire plane. Comparing the reconstructed tracks
to the wire plane views on the left it can be seen that the reconstruction successfully bridges gaps of unresponsive
wires. The track reconstruction algorithm shown is pandoraNuPMA. All figures have the same scale (indicated by the
white bar in the bottom left) and aspect ratio.
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Topology-based measurements from the past year
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MicroBooNE goals

‣ Two main physics goals: 
- MiniBooNE low-energy 

excess 
• More on that in following talk, 
by Ivan 

- Cross section 
measurements 

• Lack of ν–Ar data at low-energy 
• Ar target: same as DUNE, 
short-baseline program
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“The precise measurement of neutrino properties and interactions 
is among the highest priorities in fundamental particle physics.” 

-NuSTEC White Paper
Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys, 100 1 (2018)

50. Neutrino cross section measurements 1

50. Neutrino Cross Section Measurements

Revised August 2017 by G.P. Zeller (Fermilab)

Neutrino cross sections are an essential ingredient in all neutrino experiments. Interest
in neutrino scattering has recently increased due to the need for such information
in the interpretation of neutrino oscillation data [1]. Historically, neutrino scattering
results on both charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) channels have been
collected over many decades using a variety of targets, analysis techniques, and detector
technologies. With the advent of intense neutrino sources constructed for neutrino
oscillation investigations, experiments are now remeasuring these cross sections with a
renewed appreciation for nuclear e!ects† and the importance of improved neutrino flux
estimations. This work summarizes accelerator-based neutrino cross section measurements
performed in the ! 0.1" 300 GeV range with an emphasis on inclusive, quasi-elastic, and
pion production processes, areas where we have the most experimental input at present
(Table 50.1). For a more comprehensive discussion of neutrino cross sections, including
neutrino-electron elastic scattering and lower energy neutrino measurements, the reader
is directed to a review of this subject [2]. Here, we survey existing experimental data on
neutrino interactions and do not attempt to provide a census of the associated theoretical
calculations [3], which are both important and plentiful.

Table 50.1: List of beam properties, nuclear targets, and durations for modern
accelerator-based neutrino experiments studying neutrino scattering.

#E!$, #E!$ neutrino run
Experiment beam GeV target(s) period

ArgoNeuT !, ! 4.3, 3.6 Ar 2009 – 2010
ICARUS (at CNGS) ! 20.0 Ar 2010 – 2012
K2K ! 1.3 CH, H2O 2003 – 2004
MicroBooNE ! 0.8 Ar 2015 –
MINERvA !, ! 3.5 (LE), 5.5 (ME) He, C, CH, H2O, Fe, Pb 2009 –
MiniBooNE !, ! 0.8, 0.7 CH2 2002 – 2012
MINOS !, ! 3.5, 6.1 Fe 2004 – 2016
NOMAD !, ! 23.4, 19.7 C–based 1995 – 1998
NOvA !, ! 2.0, 2.0 CH2 2010 –
SciBooNE !, ! 0.8, 0.7 CH 2007 – 2008
T2K !, ! 0.6, 0.6 CH, H2O, Fe 2010 –

† Nuclear e!ects refer to kinematic and final state e!ects which impact neutrino scat-
tering o! nuclei. Such e!ects can be significant and are particularly relevant given that
modern neutrino experiments make use of nuclear targets to increase their event yields.

M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D 98, 030001 (2018)
June 5, 2018 20:00

PDG (Neutrino Cross Section Measurements Review)



MicroBooNE detector
‣ Liquid-argon time-projection 

chamber 
- 85 ton in active volume 
- 3 wire planes with 8256 wires  

• 3 mm wire pitch  

‣ 32 PMTs of 20 cm diameter 
- Trigger and start of drift time 

‣ Cosmic ray tagger (CRT) 
surrounding cryostat 
- Surface detector
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d!n! produces the observed value Xn of the kinematic vari-
able in the detector. In practice we obtain the On and distri-
butions of Xn directly from data and compare these to values
derived from evaluating Eqs. 2 and 3 using a Monte Carlo
simulation that includes GENIE neutrino interaction event
generators coupled to detailed GEANT-based models of the
Fermilab BNB and the detector.

The observed CPMD and inclusive observed kinematic
distributions have several desirable attributes. The "CC,n are
all large up to n ! 4 at these neutrino energies (see Sect. 3);
therefore only modest event statistics are required. Only
minimal kinematic properties of the final state are imposed
(the track definition implies an effective minimum kinetic
energy), and complexities associated with particle identifi-
cation and photon reconstruction are avoided. At the same
time, the observed quantities reveal much of the power of
the LArTPC in identifying and characterizing complex neu-
trino interactions. The observed CPMD and associated kine-
matic distribution ratios will have reduced sensitivity to sys-
tematic normalization uncertainties associated with flux and
efficiency compared to absolute cross section measurements.

A disadvantage of the use of observed CPMD and other
kinematic quantities is their lack of portability. One must
have access to the full MicroBooNE simulation suite to use
the On to test other models.

3 The MicroBooNE detector and the booster neutrino
beam

The MicroBooNE detector is a LArTPC installed on the Fer-
milab BNB. It is a high-resolution surface detector designed
to accurately identify neutrino interactions [4]. It began col-
lecting neutrino beam data in October of 2015. Figure 1
shows an image of a high multiplicity event from Micro-
BooNE data.

The MicroBooNE TPC (Fig. 2) has an active mass of about
85 tons (85 mg) of liquid argon. It is 10.4 meters long in the
beam direction, 2.3 m tall, and 2.6 m in the electron drift
direction. Electrons require 2.3 ms to drift across the full
width of the TPC from cathode (at "70 kV) to anode (at
# 0 kV). Events are read out on three anode wire planes
with 3 mm spacing between wires. Drifting electrons pass
through the first two wire planes, which are oriented at
±60$ relative to vertical, producing bipolar induction sig-
nals. The third wire plane, the collection plane, has its wires
oriented vertically and collects the charge of the drifting elec-
trons in the form of a unipolar signal. The MicroBooNE
readout electronics allow for measurement of both the time
and charge created by drifting electrons on each wire. The
amplified, shaped waveforms from 8256 wires from induc-
tion and collection planes are digitized at 2 MHz using 12-
bit ADCs. A data acquisition system readout window con-

Fig. 1 Event display showing raw data for a region of the collec-
tion plane associated with a candidate high-multiplicity neutrino event.
Wire-number is represented on the horizontal axis, and time on the ver-
tical. Color is associated with the charge deposition on each wire. Two
perpendicularly crossing tracks are cosmic tracks which is the dominant
background. The gaps in tracks are due to non-responsive wires in the
detector [22]

Fig. 2 A schematic of the MicroBooNE TPC showing the coordinate
system and wire planes

sisting of 9600 recorded samples (4.8 ms) for all wires is
then noise-filtered and deconvolved utilizing offline software
algorithms. Reconstruction algorithms are then used on these
output waveforms to reconstruct the times and amplitudes of
charge depositions (hits) on the wires from particle-induced
ionization in the TPC bulk.

While all three anode planes are used for track reconstruc-
tion, the collection plane provides the best signal-to-noise
performance and charge resolution. The analysis presented
here excludes regions of the detector that have non-functional
collection plane channels (# 10%). It also imposes require-
ments on the minimum number of collection plane hits-
current pulses processed through noise filtering [22], decon-
volution, and calibration-associated with the reconstructed

123
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MicroBooNE detector
‣ Liquid-argon time-projection 

chamber 
- 85 ton in active volume 
- 3 wire planes with 8256 wires  

• 3 mm wire pitch  

‣ 32 PMTs of 20 cm diameter 
- Trigger and start of drift time 
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The MicroBooNE TDR (2/3/2012-DocDB 1821-v12): Time Projection Chamber (WBS 1.4) Page 63 
 

 

Figure 8.1 The TPC inside the cryostat looking up the beamline from the downstream side. The cathode plane 
is on the right (beam-left).  The wire planes and PMT array are on the left (beam-right).  The TPC HV 
feedthrough is top-right (beam-left), and the TPC signal feedthroughs are shown top-left (beam-right). 

 

A (2.33 m height)×(2.56 m width)×(10.37 m length) rectangular solid defines the 61.8 m3 active 
volume of the TPC, which encompasses 86 tons of liquid argon when operational.  The TPC 
cathode plane forms the vertical boundary of the active volume on the left side of the detector 
when viewed along the neutrino beam direction (“beam-left”). Three parallel vertical sense wire 
planes are mounted on the “beam-right” side of the active volume.  The wires in the “Y” plane 
are oriented vertically, while wires in the “U” and “V” planes are oriented ±60 degrees, 
respectively, with respect to vertical.  Ionization electrons drift from beam-left to beam-right, 
reaching in turn the U, V, and Y planes.  The drifting electrons induce charge on the U and V 
induction plane sense wires as they drift by and deposit their negative charge on the Y collection 
plane sense wires.   

The TPC HVFT occupies a position near the beam-left downstream top corner of the TPC.  The 
TPC signal feedthroughs line up along the top beam-right boundary of the TPC. 

JINST 12, P02017 (2017)
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Figure 29. Left: diagram of the optical unit; Right: units mounted in MicroBooNE, immediately
prior to LArTPC installation.

5.2.1 Photomultiplier Tubes, Bases, and Initial Tests

Reference [49] provides detailed information on the selection and testing of the 200 mm (8.0
in) diameter Hamamatsu R5912-02mod cryogenic PMTs employed in MicroBooNE. In this
section a brief summary of the findings from this testing is presented.

The R5912-02mod employs a bi-alkali photocathode. Because the PMT is designed for
cryogenic use, the R5912-02mod also features a thin platinum layer between the photocath-
ode and the borosilicate glass envelope to preserve the conductance at low temperatures.
While this allows the PMT to function below 150 K, absorption in the platinum reduces the
efficiency of the PMT by 20%. Figure 30 provides quantum efficiency curves for these PMTs.
The manufacturer’s specifications do not include the effects of the platinum photocathode
coating, but a wavelength dependent quantum efficiency was provided by Hamamatsu for
4 of the 32 installed PMTs. The mean and standard deviation of these curves are shown in
figure 30.

The R5912-02mod is a 14-stage PMT. The high gain at room temperature (109 at
⇠1700 V), compensates for known reduced gain at 87 K in the liquid argon. The high
gain also has the additional advantage of allowing operation at lower than nominal voltage
which reduces heat-loss in the PMT bases and the potential for high voltage breakdown at
the feedthroughs.

The PMT base is designed such that the photocathode is grounded and the anode is
held at large, positive voltage. Thus the PMT bulb, which is closest to the LArTPC anode
plane, is at ground and does not disturb the electric field on the wires. The result is that
the high voltage (HV) can be provided and the signal can be extracted from the PMT using
a single cable, reducing the cable volume in the vapor region and removing a possible source
of out-gassing water impurity.

The flat PC-board base was made of Rogers RO4000-series woven glass-reinforced lami-
nate, which is the same material as the LArTPC cryogenic front end boards. Use of Rogers
4000 series as the base material avoids the potential risk of contamination of the liquid
argon. The Rogers material has a similar temperature expansion coefficient as the surface
mounted components which enhances the reliability of the electronics assembly when op-
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design achieves a coverage of 85%1 of cosmic muons passing the TPC. In this section we describe
the CRT components and demonstrate how they meet the requirements outlined in section 1.

Figure 1: The design of CRT planes as part of the MicroBooNE detector. Simulation of cosmic rays
crossing the CRT, the brown lines represent possible cosmic ray trajectories. There are four CRT
planes: top plane, bottom plane, pipe side plane and feedthrough side plane. The beam direction is
along the z axis.

2.1 CRT planes

The MicroBooNE CRT consists of four planes: the top plane, the bottom plane, the feedthrough
side plane, and the pipe side plane. The top plane, shown in figure 2, is located 5.4 m above the
TPC. The bottom plane is located 1.4 m under the TPC. Figure 3 shows the visible sides of the
feedthrough side plane and the pipe side plane. The feedthrough side (beam right) plane is located
1.4 m from the side where TPC feedthroughs are installed. The pipe side (beam left) plane is
located 1.4 m from the opposite TPC side. Each of the planes is composed of two layers of modules
overlapping with perpendicular scintillator bar orientation. We describe details of each plane’s
construction in section 4.

2.2 CRT modules

The scintillating modules were designed and fabricated by the Laboratory for High Energy Physics
(LHEP) at the University of Bern. After a quality inspection and a specification test, modules
were shipped to Fermilab to be installed at LArTF where the MicroBooNE LArTPC is located.
More details of the construction and performance of modules can be found in Ref. [5]. Here, we
summarize the most important design aspects.

1Cosmic rays simulated with the cosmic-ray shower library CRY, https://nuclear.llnl.gov/simulation/main.html.

– 3 –

JINST 14, P04004 (2019)
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BNB flux

‣ νe content less than 1% of total flux 

‣ Run 5 just started 

‣ CRT installed during run 2 

‣ Blinded νe data for analysis of low-energy excess 
- 95% of data is blinded
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Figure 1: The absolute neutrino flux prediction through the MicroBooNE detector as
calculated by the beam simulation. Shown is the flux for ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e, and ⌫̄e averaged through
the TPC volume with dimensions 2.56m⇥2.33m⇥10.37m.
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Figure 2: The ⌫µ (left) and ⌫e (right) neutrino flux just upstream of the MicroBooNE
detector. Shown is the comparison of flux constrained by global fit to K+ production data
(old) to the one that additionally includes SciBooNE data [6] (new).

2 Neutrino Flux Calculation

Figure 1 shows the predicted neutrino flux averaged through the MicroBooNE detector TPC
volume. This is the absolute flux as generated by the simulation. No scaling factors are
needed or applied.

Figure 2 shows the e↵ect on the neutrino flux when SciBooNE data [5] is included in the
global fit of K+ production data [6]. Note that the flux shown in the figure was calculated
upstream of MicroBooNE detector, and not averaged through TPC volume as in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The absolute neutrino flux prediction through the MicroBooNE detector as
calculated by the beam simulation. Shown is the flux for ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e, and ⌫̄e averaged through
the TPC volume with dimensions 2.56m⇥2.33m⇥10.37m.
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Figure 2: The ⌫µ (left) and ⌫e (right) neutrino flux just upstream of the MicroBooNE
detector. Shown is the comparison of flux constrained by global fit to K+ production data
(old) to the one that additionally includes SciBooNE data [6] (new).

2 Neutrino Flux Calculation

Figure 1 shows the predicted neutrino flux averaged through the MicroBooNE detector TPC
volume. This is the absolute flux as generated by the simulation. No scaling factors are
needed or applied.

Figure 2 shows the e↵ect on the neutrino flux when SciBooNE data [5] is included in the
global fit of K+ production data [6]. Note that the flux shown in the figure was calculated
upstream of MicroBooNE detector, and not averaged through TPC volume as in Figure 1.
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NuMI flux

‣ Beam operates in two 
modes 

‣ Greater relative 
content of νe 

- ~5% of total flux 

‣ Data is not blinded
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(a) Collection plane (Y) (b) Reconstructed 3D image (Y plane projection)

(c) Induction plane (U) (d) Reconstructed 3D image (U plane projection)

(e) Induction plane (V) (f) Reconstructed 3D image (V plane projection)

Figure 16: Event view for run 5326, event 900, selected by selection I. The plots on the left show the event view in
all three wire planes. The induction planes show features of gaps of unresponsive wires and noise (see e.g. left hand
side of 16e). The plots on the right show the three-dimensional reconstructed image projected onto each wire plane.
The track reconstruction algorithm shown is pandoraNu. All figures have the same scale (indicated by the bar in the
bottom left) and aspect ratio.
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νµ CC inclusive
‣ σ(νμ + Ar → μ + X︎) 

- Looking for a muon at a vertex 

‣ First double differential cross section 
- As function of muon momentum and angle wrt beam 

‣ Complete angular coverage 

‣ Tension with Genie v2 in forward region (along beam) 
- Data favours Genie v3
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FIG. 1: The measured di↵erential cross sections
in muon (top) angle and (bottom) momentum
for CC inclusive ⌫µ interactions in argon, per ar-
gon nucleus, in comparison with genie [19] and
nuwro [21] expectations. Both statistical and to-
tal errors are shown on the data points.

tor resolution, and the other calculation as-
sumes there is no smearing. The di↵erence
between these is taken as a systematic error on
the measured di↵erential cross sections. The
genie predictions agree with data for neutri-
nos but overestimate data slightly for antineu-
trinos. nuwro [21] expectations are consis-
tent with those from genie in most bins.

The total cross section systematic error con-
tributions are dominated by the uncertainty
in the energy-integrated flux. The flux used
in this analysis [22] is based on a simulation
of the NuMI beamline with the fluka [23]
hadron production tuned with MINOS near
detector data [24] and NA49 hadron produc-
tion measurements [25]. We assign a flat 11%
flux error which accounts for the uncertainties
in the hadron production and beamline model-
ing (e.g. horn focusing) and is consistent with
the error assignment recently chosen by MIN-
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FIG. 2: The measured di↵erential cross sections
in muon (top) angle and (bottom) momentum
for CC inclusive ⌫µ interactions in argon, per ar-
gon nucleus, in comparison with genie [19] and
nuwro [21] expectations. Both statistical and to-
tal errors are shown on the data points.

ERvA [10, 11] at low energies. The fluxes with
uncertainties used in this measurement are re-
ported in Table III. All considered sources of
systematic uncertainty on the total cross sec-
tion and their contributions are shown in Ta-
ble IV.

The total integrated cross section per nu-
cleon in this analysis is calculated for both
neutrinos and antineutrinos. The measured
total ⌫µ (⌫µ) CC cross section is �/E⌫ =
0.66± 0.03± 0.08 (0.28± 0.01± 0.03) ⇥10�38

cm2/GeV per isoscalar nucleon at hE⌫i =
9.6(3.6) ± 6.5(1.5) GeV, where the first er-
ror is statistical and the second is systematic,
and the ±6.5(1.5) GeV represents the range
that contains 68% of the flux. The argon-
to-isoscalar correction has been applied in ar-
riving at these results. The corrections are
about -3% for neutrinos and 3% for antineu-

2 50. Neutrino cross section measurements

50.1. Inclusive Scattering

Over the years, many experiments have measured the total inclusive charged current
cross section for neutrino (!µ N ! µ! X) and antineutrino (!µ N ! µ+ X) scattering o!
nucleons covering a broad range of neutrino energies. As can be seen in Fig. 50.1, the
inclusive cross section approaches a linear dependence on neutrino energy. Such behavior
is expected for point-like scattering of neutrinos from quarks, an assumption which breaks
down at lower energies. Modern measurements of inclusive scattering cross sections and
their target nuclei are summarized in Table 50.2.

Table 50.2: Summary of published measurements of neutrino CC inclusive cross
sections from modern accelerator-based neutrino experiments.

experiment measurement target

ArgoNeuT !µ CC [4,5], !µ CC [5] Ar
MINER!A !µ CC [6,7,8], !µ CC [7], !µ/!µ CC [9] CH, C/CH, Fe/CH, Pb/CH
MINOS !µ CC [10], !µ CC [10] Fe
NOMAD !µ CC [11] C
SciBooNE !µ CC [12] CH
T2K !µ CC [13,14,15], !e CC [16,17] CH, H2O, Fe

To provide a more complete picture, di!erential cross sections for such inclusive
scattering processes have also been reported – these include measurements on iron from
NuTeV [18] and, more recently, at lower neutrino energies on argon from ArgoNeuT [4,5]
and carbon from T2K [13]. MINERvA has also provided double di!erential cross
sections [8] as well as ratio measurements of muon neutrino inclusive and deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) cross sections on a variety of nuclear targets such as lead, iron,
and carbon [6,19]. At high energy, the inclusive cross section is dominated by deep
inelastic scattering. Several high energy neutrino experiments have measured the DIS
cross sections for specific final states, for example opposite-sign dimuon production.
The most recent dimuon cross section measurements include those from CHORUS [20],
NOMAD [21], and NuTeV [22]. At lower neutrino energies, the inclusive cross section
is an additionally complex combination of quasi-elastic scattering and pion production
processes, two areas we discuss next.

50.2. Quasi-elastic scattering

Quasi-elastic (QE) scattering is the dominant neutrino interaction for neutrino energies
less than " 1 GeV and represents a large fraction of the signal samples in many neutrino
oscillation experiments, which is why this process is particularly important. Historically,
neutrino (antineutrino) quasi-elastic scattering refers to the process, !µ n ! µ! p
(!µ p ! µ+ n), where a charged lepton and single nucleon are ejected in the elastic
interaction of a neutrino (or antineutrino) with a nucleon in the target material. This is
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Additionally, we compute a flux-integrated cross section
!!"# " Ar ! #! " X# per nucleon of

!$0.693%0.010!stat#%0.165!syst#!10!38 cm2; !5#

which is obtained by integrating the number of signal and
background events, as well as the efficiency over all bins.
The measured flux-integrated cross section agrees with the
predictions from the models described above within uncer-
tainty, with GENIE v2 giving the largest discrepancy.
In summary, we have reported the first double-differ-

ential "# charged current inclusive cross section on argon.
The presented analysis has full angular coverage and uses
multiple Coulomb scattering to estimate the muon momen-
tum, a significant step forward for the LArTPC technology.
As shown in the comparison with various predictions,

these data provide a way to differentiate models in neutrino
event generators. These measurements not only inform the
theory of neutrino-nucleus scattering, but also reduce the
systematic uncertainties associated with cross section
measurements in neutrino oscillation experiments.

This document was prepared by MicroBooNE using the
resources of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
(Fermilab), a U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, HEP User Facility. Fermilab is managed by
Fermi Research Alliance, LLC (FRA), acting under
Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359. MicroBooNE is sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
Offices of High Energy Physics and Nuclear Physics; the
U.S. National Science Foundation; the Swiss National
Science Foundation; the Science and Technology
Facilities Council (STFC), part of UK Research and
Innovation; and The Royal Society (United Kingdom).
Additional support for the laser calibration system and CR
tagger was provided by the Albert Einstein Center for
Fundamental Physics, Bern, Switzerland.
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FIG. 2. "# CC inclusive double-differential cross section on argon per nucleon n as a function of the measured muon momentum and
cosine of the measured muon polar angle (angle with respect to the incoming neutrino direction), d2!=!dpreco

# d cos $reco# #&10!38 cm2=
!GeV n#'. The data (black) are compared to a GENIE v2 with empirical MEC prediction (green), a GENIE v3 prediction (blue), a GIBUU

prediction (orange), and a NUWRO prediction (red), as described in the text. The vertical bars show statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
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νµ CC inclusive: integrated
‣ Integrated cross section 

- σ = 0.693 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.165 (syst) ×10−38 cm2  

‣ Detector response is the dominant uncertainty 
- Expected to be lower in new MicroBooNE data reprocessing
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Figure 18: CC inclusive measurements for ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ from different experiments with

different nuclear targets in black and grey. The red point represents the result from this

analysis. The error bars show the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic

uncertainties. The error bars on the x axis come from the width of out neutrino energy

spectrum, see Eq. 9. The orange curve shows the GENIE cross section spline as a function

of neutrino energy.

32

varied within their uncertainties. Each universe represents a
different reweighting. The simultaneous reweighting of all
modelparameters allows thecorrect treatmentof correlations
among them. N such universes are then created that can be
combined to construct the covariance matrix:

Eij !
1

N

XN

n!1

"!ni ! !cvi #"!nj ! !cvj #; "3#

where ! is a shorthand notation for the double-differential
cross section inEq. (1), iandjcorrespond tobins inmeasured
quantities,!cvi is thecentral valuecross section inbin i, and!ni
is the cross section evaluated in the systematic universe n.
A different model is followed for systematics associated

with the detector model, as these systematics are dominated
by single detector parameters and are not possible to
estimate through reweighting. In this case unisim samples
[21] are generated, where only one detector parameter at a
time is changed by its uncertainty. For M detector param-
eters, the covariance matrix is

Eij !
XM

m!1

"!mi ! !cvi #"!mj ! !cvj #: "4#

The total flux, cross section, and detector uncertainties
amount to 12%, 4%, and 16% of the total cross section,
respectively. The largest individual contribution to the
detector uncertainty comes from using a simple model to
simulate the induced charge on neighboring wires of the
TPC, leading to a 13% uncertainty on the total cross
section. Additional uncertainties are assessed on the dirt
and simulated CR background interactions overlaying
neutrino interactions, which yield 11% and 4% uncertain-
ties on the final cross section measurement, respectively. A
summary of systematic uncertainty is shown in Table I.
The double-differential cross section is presented in

Fig. 2 and compared with several predictions from different
generators. The first uses the default GENIE configuration in
GENIE v2.12.10, with the addition of a meson exchange
current (MEC) interaction channel modeled with an

empirical approach [22]. We also compare to the most
recent version of GENIE—v3.0.6—in which we use the
G18_10a_02_11a comprehensive model configuration.
This includes a number of theoretically motivated improve-
ments. It replaces the Bodek-Ritchie Fermi gas nuclear
model with a local Fermi gas (LFG) for the nuclear initial
state. The Valencia model is used for quasielastic and MEC
interactions [23,24], and the Kuzmin-Lyubushkin-Naumov
[25] and Berger-Seghal [26] model with form factors from
MiniBooNE data [27] for resonant pion production. We
also compare to predictions from NUWRO and GIBUU.
NUWRO 19.02.1 [28] uses a similar set of models to the
GENIE v3.0.6 configuration, though the resonant pion
production form factors are modified [29] and the final-
state interaction model is the Oset intranuclear cascade
model [30]. GIBUU 2019 [31] has consistent nuclear
medium corrections throughout. It also uses a LFG model
to describe the nucleon momenta, a separate MEC model
[32], and propagates final-state particles according to the
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck transport equations.
This is the first test of neutrino event generators against

double-differential neutrino scattering data on argon. As is
also seen in comparisons to neutrino data on carbon
[33,34], high "2 values between data and predictions are
observed taking into account the full covariance matrix
with off-diagonal elements (not displayed in Fig. 2). The
largest disagreements between the data and predictions are
observed in the high-momentum bins in the most forward-
going muon angular bins of 0.94 " cos #$ " 1 and
0.86 " cos #$ < 0.94. This region strongly disfavors the
GENIE v2 with empirical MEC. Other predictions show less
tension with the data in this phase space with the exception
of the highest momentum bin with the angular range of
0.86 " cos #$ < 0.94. The lowest "2 value is obtained for
the GENIE v3 model with a "2 of 103.9 for 42 bins. The
reduced tension originates from the overall reduced cross
section in the forward direction when adopting the local
Fermi gas nuclear initial state, which is expected to be a
more realistic momentum distribution of the initial state
nucleons, and to a lesser extent the random phase approxi-
mation (RPA) correction as included in the GENIE v3 and
NUWRO predictions. These effects have the largest impact at
low neutrino energies and for heavy nuclear targets, which
explains why MicroBooNE is more sensitive to these
effects than previous experiments. A perfect backscattered
CC quasielastic muon at 800 (1325) MeV neutrino energy
corresponds to the square of the four-momentum transfer
Q2 of 2.5"7.0# GeV2. For this reason, these new
MicroBooNE cross section results are very valuable for
addressing and testing the details of the current neutrino
cross section models and for making progress in under-
standing the physics associated with neutrino interactions.
Smearing and covariance matrices, as well as cross section
and flux tabulated values, are available in the Supplemental
Material [35].

TABLE I. Contributions to the total cross section systematic
uncertainty.

Source of uncertainty Relative uncertainty [%]

Beam flux 12.4
Cross section modeling 3.9
Detector response 16.2
Dirt background 10.9
Cosmic ray background 4.2
MC statistics 0.2
Statistics 1.4
Total 23.8

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 123, 131801 (2019)
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Figure 11: Example ⌫µ CC ⇡0 candidate event from MicroBooNE data. Reconstructed showers
are overlayed on the event in orange and purple. The long track exiting on the right hand side of the
image is the candidate muon, while the short track in red is likely a proton.

(in units of number of electrons) is obtained using a sample of stopping muons for which energy
loss profiles are known [24]. This calibration procedure is described in reference [26]. Charge
quenching due to recombination is modeled using ArgoNeuT’s modified box parametrization [25],
applied for MicroBooNE’s electric field of 273 V/cm. For this work, attenuation due to electron
lifetime and space-charge e�ects are not corrected for, leading to 2–3% smearing in the energy
resolution in the bulk of the detector volume. Additional details on the absolute energy scale
calibration applied for muons in MicroBooNE can be found in reference [26].

Calorimetric energy reconstruction can be validated on stopping muons for which a range-
based energy measurement is also obtainable. This data-driven comparison, performed using a
sample of tagged stopping muons, shows agreement at the 3% level. The calorimetric energy
reconstruction procedure applied to muons for this sample is identical to that applied to photons,
giving confidence in the energy-scale calibration. While the same ion recombination model is used,
the implementation of corrections to account for this e�ect is di�erent for showers, and discussed
in detail in the next section.

We assess an uncertainty in the energy scale calibration for this work of 3% for charge deposited
collinear to the collection-plane wire-pitch direction, noting that additional angular-dependent biases
can impact the energy reconstruction of showers in particular.

– 16 –

arXiv:1910.02166
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νµ CC π0

‣ σ(νμ + Ar → μ + π0 + X︎) 
- First measurement of this type! 
- Pion production is important 

contribution for DUNE 

‣ Require only a single shower 
- Cross-checked with π0 mass 

‣ “First demonstration of 
automated EM particle three-
dimensional reconstruction in 
LArTPC data.”
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for identifying EM showers, like deep neural networks [32],
could be employed in the future to increase our efficiencies at
the lowest energy.
At BNB neutrino energies 95% of events that contain

neutrino-induced photons are CC single !0 events, with the
remainder predominantly coming from events with two or
more !0. For the cross section measurement described here,
we require at least one photon to be reconstructed, enabling
a higher event selection efficiency. The efficiency and
background subtraction used are estimated from the sim-
ulation and a two shower selection is employed as a cross-
check. To associate a shower to the neutrino interaction, we
require at least one reconstructed shower to point towards
the interaction vertex with an impact parameter, or distance
of closest approach of the backward shower projection, of
less than 4 cm, and a start point located within 62 cm of the
vertex. These values are chosen to maximize the purity of
the selection.
Requiring one or more reconstructed photons, there are

771 candidate events in the data sample that, based on
simulation, have a 56% purity and 16% efficiency for "#
CC !0 interactions. The dominant source of background,
15% of the sample, comes from EM showers produced near
the vertex (such as radiation emanating from muons),
Michel decays, !! ! !0 charge exchange in pion transit
in the detector, and nucleon inelastic scatters in the detector
volume. A further 8% of the events have a shower
misreconstructed from non-EM activity. CR backgrounds
make up 12% of the sample. The remaining sample results
from multi-!0 events (5%), "# CC induced single !0 events
outside the fiducial volume (2%), and the remainder come
from neutral-current and non-"# CC interactions.
The distribution of the three-dimensional distance from a

vertex to the reconstructed shower start point is shown in
Fig. 2 along with a breakdown of the selected sample into
primary photons created by the following: a neutrino
interaction, activity from a neutrino interaction we identify
as a shower that is not a primary photon, activity uncorre-
lated with the neutrino interaction (noise or CR) misiden-
tified as a shower coming from the neutrino interaction
vertex, and purely CR induced backgrounds, where the
simulation is area normalized to the data. This distribution
is fit, in the range of 13 to 60 cm, with an exponential
function whose slope provides a measurement of the
conversion distance of the photons. We exclude the first
bin from the fit to remove the contribution from tracks
misreconstructed as showers near the vertex. A linear
function is included in the fit to model the summed back-
grounds, which tend to be flat based on simulation. The
resulting conversion distance of 24! 1"stat# cm is consis-
tent with simulation and consistent with our expectation of
the energy-dependent photon-argon cross section [28].
To cross-check this selection, we measure the two-

photon invariant mass spectrum with a second selection
that requires at least two showers reconstructed with an

impact parameter less than 4 cm. The leading photon of a
!0 decay cannot have less energy than m!0=2; therefore, it
is required that at least 60% of the photon energy is
reconstructed (40 MeV). Reconstructed showers that are
separated by less than 20° are largely the result of a single
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50. Neutrino cross section measurements 5

exploring this reaction channel, having measured di!erential cross sections [8,29,30],
nuclear target dependencies [31], single proton emission [32], and !e QE scattering [33].
With the MiniBooNE results having first revealed these additional complexities in
neutrino-nucleus QE scattering, measurements from other neutrino experiments are
crucial for getting a better handle on the underlying nuclear physics impacting neutrino-
nucleus interactions. What we once thought was “simple” QE scattering is in fact not so
simple.

In addition to such charged current investigations, measurements of the neutral
current counterpart of this channel have also been performed. The most recent
NC elastic scattering cross section measurements include those from BNL E734 [46],
MiniBooNE [35,36], and T2K [41]. A number of measurements of the Cabibbo-suppressed
antineutrino QE hyperon production cross section have additionally been reported [47,48],
although not in recent years.

50.3. Pion Production

In addition to such elastic processes, neutrinos can also inelastically scatter producing
a nucleon excited state (", N!). Such baryonic resonances quickly decay, most often to
a nucleon and single-pion final state. Historically, experiments have measured various
exclusive final states associated with these reactions, the majority of which have been
on hydrogen and deuterium targets [2]. There have been several recent re-analyses
of this data to better understand the consistency between data sets [49], nucleon
form factors [50], and non-resonant contributions [51]. Also, modern measurements
of neutrino-induced pion production have since been performed on a variety of nuclear
targets (Table 50.4).

Table 50.4: Summary of modern measurements of NC and CC scattering cross
sections involving a pion (or pions) in the final state.

experiment "± measurement "0 measurement target

ArgoNeuT CC [52] NC [53] Ar
K2K CC[54,55] CC [56], NC [57] CH, H2O
MINER!A CC [58,59,60] CC [59,61,62], NC [63] CH
MiniBooNE CC [64,65] CC [66], NC [67,68] CH2

MINOS – NC [69] Fe
NOMAD – NC [70] C
SciBooNE CC [71] NC [72,73] CH
T2K CC [74,75] – CH, H2O

In addition to resonance production processes, neutrinos can also coherently scatter o!
of the entire nucleus and produce a distinctly forward-scattered single pion final state.
Both CC (!µ A ! µ" A "+, !µ A ! µ+ A "" ) and NC (!µ A ! !µ A"0, !µ A ! !µ A"0)

June 5, 2018 20:00
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νµ CC π0

‣ σ = 1.9 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst) × 10−38 cm2 

- 31% systematic uncertainty 

‣ Good agreement with models, in particular for the scaling wrt lighter nuclei
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photon being reconstructed as two showers and are rejected.
Finally, the leading and subleading showers are required to
start within 80 and 100 cm of the interaction vertex,
respectively. Events where more than one pair of showers
passes this criteria are rejected as multi-!0 background. This
two-shower selection has a purity of 64% and a signal
efficiency of 6%, based on simulation.
With two showers, the diphoton invariant mass is mea-

sured and compared with the expected !0 mass. We apply
simulation-based shower energy-scale corrections of, on
average, 40% to account for energy lost during hit formation
and clustering [28]. The final diphoton invariant mass
distribution has a mean, 128! 5 MeV=cm2, consistent,
within statistical uncertainties, with the !0 mass (Fig. 3).
The normalization disagreement shown in Fig. 3 is within
flux and cross section uncertainties, discussed later. This
provides further confidence that the selected photons origi-
nate from !0 decays.

IV. CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT

Using the selection with at least one shower, we measure
the total flux integrated cross section via the following
relation:

h"i! " N ! B
#T!

; #1$

where N is the number of events selected in data (771
events), B is the number of expected background events, #
is the efficiency for selecting signal events, T is the number
of argon targets within the fiducial volume, and ! is the
integrated $% flux from 0 to 3 GeV. Off-beam data are used
to model the pure CR backgrounds in B (86.9 events); the
remainder of the total background (347.3 events) is taken
from the simulation. The detector volume is treated as pure
argon to calculate T.
We identify three major sources of systematic uncertainty

for this measurement: the neutrino flux prediction, the
neutrino-argon interaction model, and the detector simula-
tion. We assess uncertainties on the neutrino flux prediction
using the final flux simulation from the MiniBooNE col-
laboration [14] adopted to theMicroBooNEdetector size and
location. These account for hadron production in the beam-
line, the focusing optics of the secondary pion beam, and
proton counting. Varying these effects results in a 16%
uncertainty on the final cross section. For the neutrino-argon
interaction uncertainties, individual parameters are varied
within the GENIE neutrino interaction models [20].
Variations in the neutrino interaction modeling have a
negligible impact on the selection efficiency. The dominant
uncertainties on the backgrounds come from the resonance
model parametrization and the FSI modeling and lead to a
17% total uncertainty on the resulting cross section meas-
urement. Finally, for the detector simulation, a wide variety
of microphysical effects are varied, including the electron

diffusion, the scintillation light yield, the electron recombi-
nation [33], and localized electric field distortions. Further,
the simulated detector response is varied for effects such as
the single photon rate observed in the PMTs, the electronics
noise [25], the signal response shape, nonresponsive chan-
nels, the visibility of the region surrounding the TPC to the
PMTarray, and a simulation of long-range induced signals on
the wires [34,35]. An additional uncertainty is assessed on
the reconstructed neutrino interactions that are contaminated
by simulated CR activity. Together the detector simulation
variations yield a 21% uncertainty on the final cross section
measurement. This set of uncertainties, while dominant, is
expected to be reduced by an ongoing program of detector
calibrations. Each systematic uncertainty is treated as uncor-
related and quadratically summed to give a total systematic
uncertainty of 31%.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The flux-integrated total cross section for CC single !0

production on argon, measured through the reconstruction
of at least one shower, is found to be

h"i! " 1.9! 0.2#stat$ ! 0.6#syst$ ! 10!38
cm2

Ar
:

Using the selection that requires at least two showers, a
consistent cross section, within statistical uncertainties, is
measured. We compare four models of resonant pion
production to this measurement in Fig. 4. The RS model
[19], shown with and without the effects of FSI, and the
Berger-Sehgal (BS) model [36], as implemented in GENIE,
as well as for an alternative generator, NUWRO [37].

FIG. 4. The measured total flux integrated $% CC single !0

cross section for ANL, MiniBooNE, and MicroBooNE with the
bars denoting the total uncertainty. These are compared to the
flux averaged default GENIE prediction with the RS model (solid
blue) and with FSI removed (dashed blue) and an alternative
GENIE model with the BS model (solid pink). NUWRO pre-
dictions are shown in solid red.

FIRST MEASUREMENT OF $% CHARGED-CURRENT … PHYS. REV. D 99, 091102 (2019)
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d!n! produces the observed value Xn of the kinematic vari-
able in the detector. In practice we obtain the On and distri-
butions of Xn directly from data and compare these to values
derived from evaluating Eqs. 2 and 3 using a Monte Carlo
simulation that includes GENIE neutrino interaction event
generators coupled to detailed GEANT-based models of the
Fermilab BNB and the detector.

The observed CPMD and inclusive observed kinematic
distributions have several desirable attributes. The "CC,n are
all large up to n ! 4 at these neutrino energies (see Sect. 3);
therefore only modest event statistics are required. Only
minimal kinematic properties of the final state are imposed
(the track definition implies an effective minimum kinetic
energy), and complexities associated with particle identifi-
cation and photon reconstruction are avoided. At the same
time, the observed quantities reveal much of the power of
the LArTPC in identifying and characterizing complex neu-
trino interactions. The observed CPMD and associated kine-
matic distribution ratios will have reduced sensitivity to sys-
tematic normalization uncertainties associated with flux and
efficiency compared to absolute cross section measurements.

A disadvantage of the use of observed CPMD and other
kinematic quantities is their lack of portability. One must
have access to the full MicroBooNE simulation suite to use
the On to test other models.

3 The MicroBooNE detector and the booster neutrino
beam

The MicroBooNE detector is a LArTPC installed on the Fer-
milab BNB. It is a high-resolution surface detector designed
to accurately identify neutrino interactions [4]. It began col-
lecting neutrino beam data in October of 2015. Figure 1
shows an image of a high multiplicity event from Micro-
BooNE data.

The MicroBooNE TPC (Fig. 2) has an active mass of about
85 tons (85 mg) of liquid argon. It is 10.4 meters long in the
beam direction, 2.3 m tall, and 2.6 m in the electron drift
direction. Electrons require 2.3 ms to drift across the full
width of the TPC from cathode (at "70 kV) to anode (at
# 0 kV). Events are read out on three anode wire planes
with 3 mm spacing between wires. Drifting electrons pass
through the first two wire planes, which are oriented at
±60$ relative to vertical, producing bipolar induction sig-
nals. The third wire plane, the collection plane, has its wires
oriented vertically and collects the charge of the drifting elec-
trons in the form of a unipolar signal. The MicroBooNE
readout electronics allow for measurement of both the time
and charge created by drifting electrons on each wire. The
amplified, shaped waveforms from 8256 wires from induc-
tion and collection planes are digitized at 2 MHz using 12-
bit ADCs. A data acquisition system readout window con-

Fig. 1 Event display showing raw data for a region of the collec-
tion plane associated with a candidate high-multiplicity neutrino event.
Wire-number is represented on the horizontal axis, and time on the ver-
tical. Color is associated with the charge deposition on each wire. Two
perpendicularly crossing tracks are cosmic tracks which is the dominant
background. The gaps in tracks are due to non-responsive wires in the
detector [22]

Fig. 2 A schematic of the MicroBooNE TPC showing the coordinate
system and wire planes

sisting of 9600 recorded samples (4.8 ms) for all wires is
then noise-filtered and deconvolved utilizing offline software
algorithms. Reconstruction algorithms are then used on these
output waveforms to reconstruct the times and amplitudes of
charge depositions (hits) on the wires from particle-induced
ionization in the TPC bulk.

While all three anode planes are used for track reconstruc-
tion, the collection plane provides the best signal-to-noise
performance and charge resolution. The analysis presented
here excludes regions of the detector that have non-functional
collection plane channels (# 10%). It also imposes require-
ments on the minimum number of collection plane hits-
current pulses processed through noise filtering [22], decon-
volution, and calibration-associated with the reconstructed
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Charged particle multiplicity
‣ νμ + Ar → μ + X︎ 

- Consider tracks from 
vertex, including 
muon 

‣ Final state 
multiplicity measured 
across 26 kinematic 
distributions 
- Indications that 

models overestimate 
the multiplicity 

- Otherwise overall 
good agreement with 
models
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Fig. 11 Bin-by-bin normalized multiplicity distributions using 5 !
1019 POT MicroBooNE data compared with three GENIE predictions
(left) in linear scale, (right) in log scale. The data are CR background
subtracted. Data error bars include statistical uncertainties obtained

from the fit. Monte Carlo error bands include MC statistical uncer-
tainties from the fit and systematic uncertainty contributions added in
quadrature

cal uncertainties. This provides evidence that the simulation
correctly describes the muon PH and MCS tests used in the
analysis.

Area normalized, bin-by-bin fitted multiplicity distribu-
tions from three different GENIE predictions overlaid on data
are presented in Fig. 11 where data error bars include statisti-
cal uncertainties obtained from the fit and the MC error bands
include MC statistical and systematic uncertainties that are
listed in Table 6 added in quadrature.

In general the three GENIE models agree within uncer-
tainties with one another, and agree qualitatively with the
data. There are indications that GENIE overestimates the
mean charged particle multiplicity relative to the data. We
emphasize that no tuning or fitting has been performed to
this or any of the other kinematic distributions.

8.2 Observed kinematic distributions

A key technical feature of our analysis entails perform-
ing tests on the pulse height and multiple Coulomb scat-
tering behavior of hits on the long contained track in each
event. This allows a categorization of events in each mul-
tiplicity into four categories according to whether the long
track passes or fails the PH and MCS tests: (PASS, PASS),
(PASS, FAI L), (FAI L , PASS), and (FAI L , FAI L).
We have shown that the (PASS, PASS) category is
“neutrino-enriched” and the (FAI L , FAI L) category is
cosmic-ray-dominated. The mixed cases (PASS, FAI L)
and (FAI L , PASS) provide samples with intermediate
signal-to-background ratios.

Our fit to the distribution of the eight event categories in
on-beam and off-beam data allows us to estimate the num-
ber of neutrino events N̂!i and the number of corresponding
background CR events N̂CRi for each observed multiplicity
i . Once N̂!n and N̂CRn are established, we can obtain a pre-

diction for the content of any bin k of any kinematic quantity
Xi j associated with track j in an observed multiplicity i event
in any (PH,MCS) test combination:

model
!
Xi j , PH,MCS

"
k = N̂!i x̂!,i j (PH,MCS)k

+N̂CRi x̂CR,i j (PH,MCS)k .

(28)

Here x̂!,i j (PH,MCS)k is an area-normalized histogram
of Xi j for “true neutrino events” in a given category
obtained from a “MC” sample, and x̂C R,i j (PH,MCS)k is
an area-normalized histogram of Xi j for CR events obtained
from off-beam data. This distribution can be compared
to the corresponding one for data in each category, data!
Xi j , PH,MCS

"
k .

In short, we assume that the observed distribution of events
consists of a mix of neutrino events plus CR events. The pro-
portions of the mix in each category are fixed by the output of
our fit, which, by construction, constrains the normalization
of the model to equal that of the data. We emphasize that only
the PH and MCS tests have been used to extract the neutrino
interaction signal sample; no information from any quantity
Xi j is used.

8.3 Checks on distributions lacking dynamical significance

Several kinematic properties of neutrino interactions depend
only weakly on the neutrino interaction model; these include
the reconstructed vertex positions, the initial and final coor-
dinates of the long track, and the azimuthal angles of individ-
ual tracks. These distributions provide checks on the over-
all signal-to-background separation provided by the test-
category fits and flux and detector modeling. They also test
for differences between the modeling of neutrino events,
which depend on the GEANT detector simulation, and CR
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Fig. 17 Multiplicity = 2 track length distribution for candidate muon (left); for second track of the event (right) from neutrino-enriched sample
for data and GENIE default MC

Fig. 18 Multiplicity = 2 cos ! distribution for candidate muon (left); for second track of the event (right) using GENIE default model from
neutrino-enriched sample for data and GENIE default MC

Fig. 19 Multiplicity = 2 cos ! distribution for candidate muon using GENIE + MEC model (left); using GENIE + TEM model (right) from
neutrino-enriched sample

very close to !1. Figures 17 and 18 show the distributions
of (L21 and L22) and (cos !21 and cos !22) from the neutrino-
enriched sample, compared to the GENIE default model.
Figure 19 presents the distributions of cos !21 using GENIE
+ MEC and GENIE + TEM models. This is the distribu-

tion where the agreement between data and GENIE default
model, compared to the agreement between data and the other
two models, is largest. Figures 20 and 21 show the distribu-
tions of (sin "21 and sin "22) and (#22 ! #21 and cos $221)
from the neutrino-enriched sample, compared to the GENIE
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8 On-beam data Event Displays

Here are presented some of the selected on-beam data events within the CC0⇡2P selection scheme
and last event shown corresponds to the selected four proton candidates event. Figures 27 and
28 are CC2Proton candidates, while Figure 29 shows an event that passes selection but upon
visual inspection is suspected to be background. Figure 30 shows an event passing the CCNProton
selection and containing 4 proton-candidate tracks. All figures corresponds to on-beam data. All
figures show collection plane only.

Figure 27: on-beam BNB data, ⌫µ CC with 2 proton candidates in the final state.
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νµ CC 2p
‣ νμ + Ar → μ + p + p 

- Exactly 2 protons, no pions 
- pp > 300 MeV/c 

‣ Data seems to prefer Genie v3-like 
- No systematic uncertainties
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4 50. Neutrino cross section measurements

recently opted to report nucleon-only cross sections as a function of final state particle
kinematics [23,24,25,26]. Such distributions can be more di!cult to directly compare
between experiments but are much less model-dependent and provide more stringent
tests of the theory than historical cross sections as a function of neutrino energy (E!) or
4-momentum transfer (Q2).

Table 50.3: Published measurements of CC and NC scattering cross sections with
nucleon-only final states from modern neutrino experiments.

experiment measurement target

ArgoNeuT 2p [27] Ar
K2K MA [28] H2O

MINER!A
d"

dQ2
[29,30,31], 1p [32], !e [33] C, CH, Fe, Pb

MiniBooNE
d2"

dTµd#µ
[23,24], MA [34], NC [35,36] CH2

MINOS MA [37] Fe
NOMAD MA, "(E!) [38] C

T2K
d2"

dTµd#µ
[26], "(E!) [39], MA [40], NC [41] CH

Adding to this complexity, MiniBooNE measurements of the !µ and !µ QE scattering
cross sections on carbon near 1 GeV revealed a significantly larger cross section than
originally anticipated [23,24]. Such an enhancement was observed many years prior in
electron-nucleus scattering [42] and is believed to be due to the presence of correlations
between target nucleons in the nucleus. As a result, the impact of such nuclear e"ects
on neutrino QE scattering has recently been the subject of intense experimental and
theoretical scrutiny with potential implications on event rates, nucleon emission, neutrino
energy reconstruction, and neutrino versus antineutrino cross sections. The reader is
referred to recent reviews of the situation in [3,43,44]. Additional measurements are
clearly needed before a complete understanding is achieved. To help drive further
progress, nucleon-only cross sections have been reported for the first time in the
form of double-di"erential distributions in muon kinematics, d2"/dTµd cos #µ, by both
MiniBooNE [23,24] and T2K [26] thus reducing some of the model-dependence of the
reported data and allowing a more rigorous two-dimensional test of the underlying
nuclear theory. Such double-di"erential cross sections in terms of final state particle
kinematics provide the most robust measurements available. In addition, experiments
such as ArgoNeuT have begun to provide the first measurements of proton multiplicities
in neutrino-argon scattering [25,27], a critical ingredient in understanding the hadronic
side of these interactions and the impact of final state e"ects. MINOS, NOvA, and T2K
have also started to study nucleon-only final states in their near detectors with sizable
statistics [26,37,39,40,45]. Most recently, MINERvA has produced a large body of work
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Figure 26: cos✓p1p2 distributions, being ✓p1p2 the opening angle between the two protons. These
are the distributions after applying all the cuts explained in this public note. Left for GE-
NIE Default (�2

/ndofdata/MC = 21.0/9, includes statistics only), right for GENIE Alternative
(�2

/ndofdata/MC = 17.8/9, includes statistics only).

6.2 Discussion on CC2Proton analysis
We observe that in general the shape comparisons of the different distributions are very similar in
most of the cases to both GENIE choices. Both of the GENIE choices provide a reasonably good
description of the data for some of the distributions, while in most of the cases this description is
not accurate. In particular, for the proton opening angle in the lab frame, GENIE predicts more
back-to-back events and the shapes are different than the data. However, as already mentioned,
due to the presented low statistics and the need of systematic studies we prefer to extract physics
conclusions when these studies are finished. The total number of events selected in data, on-beam
and off-beam, is summarized in Table 13. To have an accurate measurement of the disagreement
between data and predicted yield, full systematic studies will be performed in the future.

Sample Events passing CC2Proton selection

on-beam data 119
off-beam data (normalized by number of triggers) 1.32

Table 13: Selected events for on-beam data and off-beam data passing the CC2Proton selection. off-
beam data is normalized using number of triggers as explained within the normalization discussion.
The total predicted yield is area normalized to the number of selected events in on-beam data.

Differences in data/MC are being investigated, in particular to disentangle detector effects.
Possible reasons of disagreements at this stage are, taking into account detector simulation and
reconstruction only:

• Particle multiplicity dependence.

• Other detector effects, such as DIC (dynamic induced charge), or more in general, E–field
mapping.

One should notice that the CC2Proton selection has a very negligible cosmic contamination,
this allow us to perform more accurate measurements on the different kinematic observables.

For completion, we show in Table 14 the neutrino interaction type in the selected CC2Protons
events according to the two GENIE models.
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FIG. 5. Pictorial diagrams of examples of two-proton knock-
out CC reactions involving np SRC pairs. Short range cor-
related (green symbol) nucleons in the target nucleus are de-
noted by open-full dots (n-p), wide solid lines (purple) repre-
sent RES nucleonic states, (purple) lines indicate pions.

trino energy. On the other hand, neutrinos can e↵ectively
probe the nucleus for its SRC content through both one-
body and two-body CC reactions on np SRC pairs and,
with the advent of LArTPC detectors, two-proton knock-
out topologies can be identified unambiguously. The two
protons can indeed be detected at any emission angle in
the 4⇡ sensitive LAr volume and down to energies be-
low the Fermi level (detection threshold in ArgoNeut is
T thr
p = 21 MeV, i.e. about 200 MeV/c momentum, less

than kF of Ar).
To elucidate the role of SRC, we consider here the fol-
lowing neutrino CC interactions leading to two-proton
knock-out:

- CC RES pionless mechanisms involving a pre-existing
SRC np pair in the nucleus. For example, (i) via nucleon
RES excitation and subsequent two-body absorption of
the decay ⇡+ by a SRC pair (Fig.5 [Left]), or (ii) from
RES formation inside a SRC pair (hit nucleon in the pair)
and de-excitation through multi-body collision within the
A-2 nuclear system (Fig.5 [Center]). Initial state SRC
pairs are commonly assumed to be nearly at rest, i.e.
~p i
p ' �~p i

n . The detection of back-to-back pp pairs in the
Lab frame can be seen as “snapshots” of the initial pair
configuration in the case of RES processes with no or low
momentum transfer to the pair. As noticed, four events
in our (µ�+2p) sample are found with the proton pair in
a back-to-back configuration in the Lab frame (cos(�)<-
0.95, Fig.2). Visually the signature of these events gives
the appearance of a hammer, with the muon forming the
handle and the back-to-back protons forming the head.
As an example, the 2D views from the two wire planes
of the LArTPC for one of these “hammer” events is re-
ported in Fig. 4. In all four events, both protons in the
pair have momentum significantly above the Fermi mo-
mentum, with one almost exactly balanced by the other,
i.e. ~pp1 ' �~pp2. All events show a rather large miss-
ing transverse momentum, PT

miss & 300 MeV/c. These
features look compatible with the hypothesis of CC RES
pionless reactions involving pre-existing SRC np pairs.

- CC QE one-body neutrino reactions, through vir-
tual charged weak boson exchange on the neutron of a
SRC np pair (Fig.5 [Right]). The high relative momen-
tum will cause the correlated proton to recoil and be
ejected. Within impulse approximation, identification of

the struck neutron requires a large momentum transfer
such that the momentum of the proton emitted in this
type of event is much larger than the momentum of the
spectator proton in the pair, i.e.:

~pp1 = ~p i
n + ~q � kF ; ~pp2 = ~p i

p > kF (2)

with both protons exceeding the Fermi momentum, the
struck nucleon p1 being the higher in momentum and the
lower p2 identified as the recoil spectator nucleon from
within the SRC. As mentioned above, momentum trans-
fer in neutrino events is a reconstructed quantity, less
precisely determined than in electron scattering experi-
ments. However, with an approach similar to the electron
scattering triple coincidence analysis, we determine the
initial momentum of the struck neutron from the [Left]
equation in (2), i.e. by transfer momentum vector sub-
traction to the higher proton momentum (~p i

n = ~pp1�~q).
This procedure is applied to the remaining sub-sample
of fifteen ArgoNeuT events (µ� + 2p) with both pro-
tons above Fermi momentum, after excluding the four
hammer events already ascribed to other types of reac-
tions. In most cases the reconstructed initial momentum
is found above kF and with cos(�i) < 0 (opening an-
gle �i between the reconstructed struck neutron and the
recoil proton in the initial pair), i.e. opposite to the di-
rection of the recoil proton. In particular, a fraction of
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FIG. 6. Cosine of the reconstructed opening angle �i of the
initial state vs. cosine of the observed opening Lab angle �
of the final state proton pairs (both protons with momen-
tum above kF ). In the inset, the cos(�i) distribution of the
reconstructed initial pair opening angle.

the events exhibit a strong angular correlation peaking
at large, back-to-back initial momenta, as shown in the
inset of Fig.6. The bin size includes the e↵ect of the
uncertainty in the transfer momentum reconstruction on
the measurement of cos(�i). The measured transverse
component of the missing momentum in these events is
typically small (. 250 MeV/c). Under the above as-
sumptions and within the limits of our reconstruction,
these events appear compatible as originating from SRC
pairs through CC QE reactions.

ArgoNeuT

PDG (Neutrino Cross Section Measurements Review)

Phys. Rev. D 90, 012008 (2014)
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Figure 30: On-beam BNB data event passing the CCNProton selection with the longest track
from the vertex being a muon track and 4 proton candidate tracks. This is the highest proton-
multiplicity event in the current data sample.
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νµ CC Np
‣ νμ + Ar → μ + N p 

- N>0, no pions 
- pp > 300 MeV/c 

‣ 6 kinematic distributions 
wrt leading proton and 
muon 

‣ Data seems to prefer 
Genie v3-like 
- Especially in forward 

region 
‣ Model overestimates 

higher proton multiplicity 
- Statistical uncertainty 

only
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with a lower �2. The deficit in the cos✓µ distribution in the forward going region is also reduced in
GENIE Alternative. But we emphasize that we have not yet performed a full systematic uncertainty
estimate and these plots are only intended to give an impression of current agreement and potential
sensitivity. Figure 17 shows the distribution of the number of proton candidates in GENIE Default
and Alternative compared to data.

Figure 13: Distribution of the muon candidate momentum (GENIE Default:Left, �
2
/ndof =

48.9/20 vs GENIE Alternative: Right, �2
/ndof = 39.8/20, includes statics only).

Figure 14: Distribution of cos✓ of muon candidate (GENIE Default: Left, �2
/ndof = 31.6/2 vs

GENIE Alternative: Right, �2
/ndof = 14.4/2, includes statics only).

Figure 15: Distribution of leading proton candidate momentum (GENIE Default: Left, �2
/ndof =

24.7/20 vs GENIE Alternative: Right, �2
/ndof = 30.0/20, includes statistics only).
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Figure 16: Distribution of cos✓ of leading proton candidate (GENIE Default:Left, �
2
/ndof =

19.1/2 vs GENIE Alternative: Right, �2
/ndof = 29.9/2, includes statistics only).

Figure 17: Area normalized distribution of proton multiplicity for the GENIE Default Model on
the left, �2

/ndof = 42.7/4 includes statistical uncertainty only. Right plot show a comparison of
GENIE Default and GENIE Alternative models unit normalized with statistical uncertainty only.

The neutrino interactions in the MicroBooNE detector should be independent of �, the polar
angle around the beam axis. As the detector is located on the surface without significant overbur-
den, there is a � dependence on the contribution of cosmic background for the CC1muNp selection.
The plot in Figure 18 shows the � distribution for muon candidates and Figure 19 show the � dis-
tribution for proton candidates in the CC1muNp selection. It should be noted that the off-beam
cosmic background (open, hashed histogram) appear at ⇡/2 in the muon candidate distribution,
and at �⇡/2 in the proton candidate distribution. This may be related to broken cosmic track
entering in the single proton event selection, most probably a cosmic track oriented to the two
oposite corners of the detector. While a small contribution to the sample, the back-to-back nature
of the cosmic background gives a hint on how to further reduce the background. Notably, there
is no variation between the GENIE Default and GENIE Alternative predictions. Note that the
off-beam cosmic background in the CC1mu2p selection is small enough that this effect is not visible
in the plots in Section 6.
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NC elastic
‣ νµ + Ar → νµ + p 

- No vertex, only proton! 
- Used to investigate contribution of strange quark to proton spin 

‣ Decent efficiency and good agreement with Genie 
- Statistical uncertainty only 
- Expect 1000 NC elastic events in full dataset
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Figure 3: Neutral current elastic se-
lection e�ciency as a function of true
four-momentum transfer for a logistic
regression score cut of 0.8. The uncer-
tainties are statistical only.

Figure 4: NC elastic event selection
given a logistic regression score cut of
0.8 as a function of reconstructed neg-
ative four-momentum transfer. The
top plot shows the signal and itemized
backgrounds compared to the BNB 5⇥
1019 POT data in black. The bottom
plot shows the ratio of BNB 5 ⇥ 1019

POT data to BNB MC with cosmic
overlay and o↵-beam data. In both
plots the uncertainties are statistical
only.

3.3 Remaining Backgrounds

The remaining backgrounds fall into four separate categories:

1. Neutral current background interactions in the TPC,

2. Charged current interactions in the TPC,

3. Neutrino interactions outside of the TPC,

4. Cosmic interactions in time with the beam.

The first category, NC backgrounds in the TPC, include NC elastic interactions with a neutron (35%),
NC elastic interactions with a correlated neutron-proton pair (35%), NC resonant interactions (25%), and
NC DIS interactions (4%). The last two, resonant and DIS, are mainly due to tracks being mis-reconstructed
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CC νe

proof of technique for extracting the inclusive NuMI flux-weighted ⌫e + ⌫̄e charged current cross section

using data in the near future. This selection has been used to isolate approximately 100 signal events in

data, making this the largest sample of ⌫e events in Argon to-date.

A Event Displays

This appendix presents several event displays for NuMI On-Beam data events which have passed the

event selection explained above.

Figure 13 demonstrates the selection’s ability to find ⌫e/⌫̄e candidate events in data, which mirror an

expected topology of a single track and single shower interaction. The color scale shows di↵erent levels of

charge deposition which can be calorimetrically reconstructed for both track-like and shower-like objects.

NuMI: Run 5280 Subrun 66 Event 3329

Figure 13: Single track, single shower interaction from the NuMI beam.

Figure 14 shows a 2.2 GeV shower with a length up to 1.5 meters, that is nicely resolved in the

detector. This is within the expected energy range for events being measured by DUNE.

18
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νe CC inclusive



νe CC inclusive
‣ σ(νe/νe̅ + Ar → e± + X︎) 

- Using NuMI unblind data to measure 
νe cross section 

‣ Automated selection 
- About 100 signal events, largest 

sample in argon 

‣ Succeeded to extract via 
reconstruction the input cross 
section (closure) 
- σMC = 4.83 ± 0.69 (stat) ± 1.20 (sys) × 10−39 cm2 

‣ Shower angle wrt to detector long 
axis peak closer to 40º than 0º 
- Neutrinos going upward since NuMI 

target underground by several meters
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Figure 11: (Area normalised, MicroBooNE Coordinates) Leading shower ✓ for events which pass all
selection cuts. The ✓ distribution is peaked in roughly the region expected based on the NuMI o↵-axis
prediction. Forward-going showers appear favoured over backwards-going showers.

7 Monte Carlo Cross Section Closure Test

This section presents the method used to calculate the flux integrated Monte Carlo ⌫e + ⌫̄e CC cross

section on argon. This calculation uses Monte Carlo events, but hopes to demonstrate the method and

expected sensitivity of a future cross section measurement using data. For exclusively a flux-integrated

cross section the calculation is relatively simple. Using the Equation 1, one can calculate the cross section

�:

� =
N �B

✏⇥NTarget ⇥ �⌫e+⌫̄e

(1)

where N is the total number of selected events, B the number of selected background events, ✏ the

signal selection e�ciency, NTarget the number of target nucleons and �⌫e+⌫̄e
the integrated NuMI ⌫e+ ⌫̄e

POT-scaled flux.

7.1 NuMI Integrated Flux

Measured in the data is a combination of the ⌫e + ⌫̄e flux, but in Monte Carlo one can begin from the

two separate fluxes. To determine the flux per POT, the NuMI flux prediction at MicroBooNE is used

in Equation 2 and integrated over the energy range:

� =

Z EHigh

ELow

�E dE (2)

where �E is the flux at a given energy. The number of ⌫e or ⌫̄e per unit POT per cm2 is:

�⌫e
= 1.53⇥ 10�11 cm�2 POT�1

�⌫̄e
= 7.77⇥ 10�12 cm�2 POT�1
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Future measurements
‣ CC π± 

‣ NC π0 

‣ NC 𝛾 

‣ CC µ (0p) 

‣ Transverse variables 

‣ CC K± 

‣ Kaon decays at rest 

‣ … 

‣ And updates of previous ones with complete dataset
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3

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the single-transverse kine-
matic imbalance—!"T, !#pT and !$T—defined in the plane
transverse to the neutrino direction.

transverse projection. The combined e!ect determines
the evolution of the !"T distribution with p!

!

T. An exam-
ple predicted by NuWro is shown in Fig. 3. At p!

!

T ! pF,
the cross section for !"T at 180 degrees is suppressed
in QE interactions due to Pauli blocking, which leads to
a forward peak in the distribution of !"T at small p!

!

T.
As p!

!

T ! E" , the cross section for !"T at 0 degrees is
suppressed by the conservation of the longitudinal mo-
mentum. Even though the fractions of events in both
extremes of the p!

!

T spectrum change with the neutrino
energy, they are insignificant for the few GeV neutrino
interactions. As a result, the !pT and !"T distributions
are largely independent of E" , as is shown in Fig. 4, where
the evolution of the distributions with the neutrino en-
ergy is dominated by variations in the strength of the
FSIs.
The transverse momentum imbalance !pT has been

used by the NOMAD experiment to enhance the purity of
the selected QE [15], while the “transverse boosting an-
gle” !"T is proposed here for the first time. Experimen-
tal data on !"T will reveal the accelerating/decelerating
nature of FSIs. Its dependence on p!

!

T, measured in a
detector that has a low momentum threshold, will addi-
tionally provide constraints on Pauli blocking.
Besides the transverse momentum imbalance and

boosting angle, another single-transverse variable can be
defined (Fig. 2):

!#T " arccos
#$p !

!

T · $pN!

T

p!
!

Tp
N!

T

, (6)

which measures the deflection of N! with respect to $q
in the transverse plane. If the initial-state nucleon were
static and free, !#T would be zero; with nuclear e!ects,

)c (MeV/
T
µp
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FIG. 3. Conditional probability density function of !$T as
a function of the muon pT without FSIs (each slice of pµT is
normalized in such a way that the maximum is 1; the renor-
malized density is shown on the z-axis), predicted by NuWro
for %µ CC QE on carbon (RFG) at neutrino energy of 1 GeV
with FSIs switched o!.

the deflection caused by "$p adds in a smearing to the
initial distribution of !#T that is determined by $pN. Ex-
periments have measured the !#T distribution in QE-like
events [16] and used it to enhance the QE purity [15, 17].
However, the trigonometric relation illustrated by Fig. 2
shows that !#T scales with !pT/p!

!

T and therefore depends
on the lepton kinematics which are sensitive to the neu-
trino energy. The energy dependence of p!

!

T counteracts
the FSI deflection and the uncertainties from the nuclear
e!ects and neutrino flux become convolved. The distri-
bution of !#T by NuWro is shown in Fig. 5 for di!erent
neutrino energies. In contrast to the expected evolution
with the FSI strength, the distribution becomes narrower
at higher energy because of the increase of p!

!

T. This
serves as an example of how the neutrino energy depen-
dence can bias a measurement of nuclear e!ects. Because
of the p!

!

T dependence, the single-transverse variables all
su!er to some extent from a dependence on the neutrino
energy even after kinematic saturation is reached. Nev-
ertheless, the study of nuclear e!ects can be performed
by restricting p!

!

T.

IV. MODEL PREDICTIONS

In the previous discussion, an equivalence is estab-
lished between the nuclear e!ects in neutrino-nucleus in-
teractions and the transverse kinematic imbalance. Ini-
tial and final-state e!ects can be directly observed via
!$pT, as can be seen by rewriting Eq. 4 into

!$pT = $pN
T #"$pT, (7)

where $pN is the momentum of the initial nucleon. In this
section we present the latest predictions of the single-
transverse variables. Interactions of neutrinos from the

Phys. Rev. C 94, 015503



Take-home messages
‣ MicroBooNE's first published cross-section 

measurements 
- νµ CC inclusive (first double differential in argon) 
- νµ CC π0 (first in argon) 

‣ Preliminary results for several other channels public 

‣ These measurements help constrain model 
uncertainties 
- Data prefers Genie v3 over v2 
- Useful for DUNE 
- Useful for short-baseline oscillation search (next talk!)
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Interaction processes
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globally describes the transition between these processes or
how they should be combined. Moreover, the full extent to
which nuclear effects impact this region is a topic that has
only recently been appreciated. Therefore, in this section, we
focus on what is currently known, both experimentally and
theoretically, about each of the exclusive final-state processes
that participate in this region.

To start, Fig. 9 summarizes the existing measurements of
CC neutrino and antineutrino cross sections across this inter-
mediate energy range

!"N ! "!X; (54)

!!"N ! ""X: (55)

These results have been accumulated over many decades
using a variety of neutrino targets and detector technologies.
We immediately notice three things from this figure. First, the
total cross sections approaches a linear dependence on neu-
trino energy. This scaling behavior is a prediction of the quark
parton model (Feynman, 1969), a topic we return to later, and
is expected if pointlike scattering off quarks dominates the
scattering mechanism, for example, in the case of deep
inelastic scattering. Such assumptions break down, of course,
at lower neutrino energies (i.e., lower momentum transfers).
Second, the neutrino cross sections at the lower energy end of
this region are not typically as well measured as their high-
energy counterparts. This is generally due to the lack of high
statistics data historically available in this energy range and
the challenges that arise when trying to describe all of the
various underlying physical processes that can participate in
this region. Third, antineutrino cross sections are typically
less well measured than their neutrino counterparts. This is
generally due to lower statistics and larger background con-
tamination present in that case.

Most of our knowledge of neutrino cross sections in
this intermediate energy range comes from early experiments
that collected relatively small data samples (tens-to-a-few-
thousand events). These measurements were conducted in

the 1970s and 1980s using either bubble chamber or spark
chamber detectors and represent a large fraction of the data
presented in the summary plots we show. Over the years,
interest in this energy region waned as efforts migrated to
higher energies to yield larger event samples and the focus
centered on measurement of electroweak parameters (sin2#W)
and structure functions in the deep inelastic scattering region.
With the discovery of neutrino oscillations and the advent of
higher intensity neutrino beams, however, this situation has
been rapidly changing. The processes discussed here are im-
portant because they form some of the dominant signal and
background channels for experiments searching for neutrino
oscillations. This is especially true for experiments that use
atmospheric or accelerator-based sources of neutrinos. With a
view to better understanding these neutrino cross sections,
new experiments such as Argon Neutrino Test (ArgoNeuT),
KEK to Kamioka (K2K), Mini Booster Neutrino Experiment
(MiniBooNE),Main INjector ExpeRiment: nu-A (MINER!A),
Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search (MINOS), Neutrino
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FIG. 9. Total neutrino and antineutrino per nucleon CC cross
sections (for an isoscalar target) divided by neutrino energy and
plotted as a function of energy. Data are the same as in Figs. 28, 11,
and 12, with the inclusion of additional lower energy CC inclusive
data from m (Baker et al., 1982), # (Baranov et al., 1979), j
(Ciampolillo et al., 1979), and ? (Nakajima et al., 2011). Also
shown are the various contributing processes that will be inves-
tigated in the remaining sections of this review. These contributions
include quasielastic scattering (dashed), resonance production (dot-
dashed), and deep inelastic scattering (dotted). Example predictions
for each are provided by the NUANCE generator (Casper, 2002).
Note that the quasielastic scattering data and predictions have been
averaged over neutron and proton targets and hence have been
divided by a factor of 2 for the purposes of this plot.

Joseph A. Formaggio and G. P. Zeller: From eV to EeV: Neutrino cross sections . . . 1323
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7

Final State Interactions (FSI)

9

Final state interactions [FSI]

Plan
MC in experiment

Neutrino interactions

Nuclear e�ects
Fermi gas
Spectral function
Final state interactions
Intranuclear cascade
FSI in GENIE

Generating splines

Generating events

Analyzing an output

Tomasz Golan MINERvA101 GENIE 14 / 45

Two models available: hA and hN

ν

µ

FIG. 2. The hadronic shower produced in the initial interaction must still traverse the dense nuclear matter
and is then subject to Final State Interactions (FSI) before appearing in the detector. These FSI include
nucleon-nucleon interactions as well as pion-nucleon interactions as illustrated. Figure from Tomasz Golan.

It cannot be stressed enough that the incident neutrino energy is not a priori known. This
situation di↵ers dramatically from electron or muon scattering studies where the amounts of energy
and momentum that are transfered to the nucleus is known precisely on event-by-event basis. For
neutrino nucleus scattering the incoming neutrino energy and initially produced hadronic particles,
which have been subject to the above mentioned nuclear e↵ects, can only be estimated from what
is observed in the detector.

Since it is the initial neutrino energy spectrum as well as signal and background topologies
that have to be used in the extraction of oscillation parameters, the strong dependence of the
unbiased extraction of neutrino-oscillation parameters on neutrino-interaction physics can best be
summarized by noting that the energy and configuration of interactions observed in experimental
detectors are, aside from detector e↵ects, the convolution of the energy-dependent neutrino flux,
the energy-dependent neutrino-nucleon cross section, and these significant energy-dependent nuclear
e↵ects.

Practically, experimenters combine information about the energy dependence of all exclusive
cross sections as well as nuclear e↵ects into a nuclear model. This model along with the best
estimate of the spectrum of incoming neutrino energies then enters the Monte Carlo predictions
of target nucleus response and topology of final states and is a critical component of oscillation
analyses.

To illustrate how oscillation experiments depend on this nuclear model, consider the following
illustrative conceptual outline of a two-detector, long-baseline oscillation analysis:

1. Reconstruct the observed event topology and energy (final state particles identification and
their momenta) in the near detector (ND).

2. Use the nuclear model to take the reconstructed event topology and energy back through the
nucleus to infer the neutrino interaction energy End

⌫ .

3. Using information on geometric di↵erences between near and far detector fluxes and perturbed
via an oscillation hypothesis, project the resulting initial interaction neutrino energy spectrum
�(End

⌫ ), into the predicted spectrum �0(Efd
⌫ ) at the far detector.

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys, 100 1 (2018)
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Chapter 3: Long-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Physics 3–52
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Figure 3.26: Neutrino fluxes for the reference focusing system operating in neutrino mode (left) and
antineutrino mode (right), generated with a 120-GeV primary proton beam.
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Reaction type GENIE Default GENIE Alternative
CCQE 13.3% 23.4 %
Resonant 32.7% 47.3%
DIS 5.9% 6.8%
Coherent 0.1% 0%
Meson Ex-change Current 45.4% 19.6%

Table 14: Topology compositions for selected events in MC GENIE Default and Alternative passing
the CC2Proton selection.

There is a clear difference in MEC production according to the different GENIE model choices.
While in Default, MEC is dominant, it is not the case for the Alternative mode, in which resonant
pion production is the dominant (mostly going into pion absorption within the nucleus).

7 Conclusions

We have developed a fully automated selection of ⌫ induced protons which has been applied to
⌫µ induced proton events in MicroBooNE. Studies of particle identification and anomalies in the
data and MC agreement have been shown and discussed, while we claim that at this stage we are
presenting limited statistics with respect to the available data (see [8]) and systematics studies
will follow . We achieve a purity for protons using the selected PID of 92.5% and an efficiency of
the method of 85.2%. The ⌫µ CCNProton selection uses the ⌫µ CC inclusive pre–selection before
applying additional requirements for identifying final state protons creating a high-purity sample
of CCNProton events and establishing a proton threshold of 300MeV/c in the signal. This is the
lowest threshold achieved in LArTPC using a fully automated reconstruction.

The proton identification method uses the calorimetry information from the MicroBooNE de-
tector, demonstrating the power of the LArTPC technology to perform PID efficiently even for low
energy particles (momenta < 400 MeV/c). We achieve lower proton energy thresholds than other
neutrino experiments as T2K and MINERvA but as well a higher angular acceptance (4⇡) which
will allow to better sensitivity to the different neutrino scattering models.

The calculated efficiency of 29% and purity of 77%, on the CCNProton selection, are adequate
for this study and will be improved before continuing on to cross section measurements. Some of
the kinematic distributions demonstrate good agreement between our data and the simulation. To
understand all kinematic discrepancies, we need to further quantify detector effects and disentangle
then from neutrino scattering simulation.

The CC2Proton sample is a sub-sample of the CCNProton selection requiring a two proton–only
selection. Performance under the different kinematic observables have been presented with respect
to two different GENIE model choices. We are able to select 119 on-beam data events, with an
off-beam cosmic contamination of 1.32 events. This corresponds to the selected data events in the
4.4 · 1019 POT sample used, while we expect to select ⇠ 430eventsinthefullopendatasample(1.6
·1020 POT).

In this public note, we have demonstrated that MicroBooNE can select protons coming from
neutrino interactions with high purity. We are also able to make measurements on the total
number of protons in the final state in the MicroBooNE experiment. While the current measured
efficiencies will be improved with upcoming reconstruction improvements, this analysis makes our
current benchmark in proton identification in LArTPC with automatic reconstruction.
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listed in Table 1. The GENIE default model set is the basis for all MicroBooNE analyses to date.
Nevertheless, the models there are most applicable to the energies of the MINOS detector (3-7 GeV)
rather than MicroBooNE (0.2-2 GeV). The addition of multi–nucleon interaction effects (2p2h)
through the GENIE Empirical-MEC model is tuned to get good agreement with the MiniBooNE
data. The main differences between the GENIE Default and GENIE Alternative are described in
Table 1. The main difference is a complete replacement of the nuclear model and quasielastic-like
models. The local Fermi gas (LFG) [14] [12] model has a more realistic momentum distribution and
replaces the Relativistic Fermi Gas model. The combination of the Nieves quasielastic model [15]
and the Valencia 2p2h model [14] gives a better description of the MiniBooNE quasielastic-like
data and replaces the previous CCQE (Llewellyn-Smith) LS Model and Empirical-MEC model. At
neutrino energies less than 1 GeV, added effects of RPA (long range nucleon-nucleon correlations)
and Coulomb distortion on the outgoing muon have been shown to be important. Each model
set describes MiniBooNE data [10] reasonably well but that doesn’t have to hold for MicroBooNE
data because of greater sensitivity to nuclear structure and FSI in a heavier nucleus.

Model element GENIE Default GENIE Alternative
Nuclear Model Bodek-Ritchie Fermi Gas Local Fermi Gas
Quasi-elastic Llewellyn-Smith Nieves
Meson-Exchange Current Empirical Nieves
Resonant Rein-Seghal Berger-Seghal
Coherent Rein-Seghal Berger-Seghal
FSI hA hA2014

Table 1: GENIE Deafult and GENIE Alternative model choices.

MicroBooNE utilizes the Corsika simulation package to simulate cosmogenic events that over-
lap in time with the GENIE-generated neutrino interaction and are then included in the same
simulation of energy deposition and detector response. To reproduce events in the trigger time
window that may not produce any neutrino interaction event, MicroBooNE uses off-beam data
instead of simulation, see Section 2.2. Then, comparisons of on-beam data are done with respect
to MC+off-beam events being normalized such that the total yields are equal (area normalized)
and maintaining the a priori mixture between MC and off-beam data.

2.2 Data and Monte Carlo data sets
MicroBooNE started taking neutrino interaction data in October of 2015. The data set used in
this analysis ranges from February to July 2016. Two different data streams are utilized in this
note:

on-beam: Taken only when the arrival of the neutrino beam spill from the BNB is expected.
off-beam: Taken during periods when no beam was received and with the same detector

conditions as the on-beam data. It is used for a data-driven measurement of cosmic backgrounds.
The trigger summary, POT (Protons On Target), and total number of events for the samples

used in these studies are summarized in Table 2.

Sample P.O.T Trigger Count
BNB on-beam 4.411e19 9775610 BNB Spills
BNB off-beam N/A 73710197 EXT Triggers
BNB+cosmic MC (GENIE Default) 2.010e20 N/A
BNB+cosmic MC (GENIE Alternative) 4.087e20 N/A

Table 2: The detector datasets used for this analysis along with the simulated BNB samples used to
predict the event yield. The factors used for normalization are listed. GENIE Deafult and GENIE
Alternative model choices are described in the previous section. EXT Triggers is the number of
triggers recorded orthogonal in time to the arrival of a BNB spill.

We use the POT and trigger information to normalize both the MC and off-beam data to our
on-beam data. However, for the purposes of the analysis presented here, we applied an overall
are normalization once the MC and off-beam event yields are established. We will present POT

8
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https://microboone-exp.fnal.gov/public/approved_plots/Cross_Section.html


